
 

  

Introduction 
The DIFT2-W is a differential thermostat (solar controller) designed 
specifically for domestic solar hot water systems. It continuously 
monitors the temperature difference between a tank sensor and a 
wireless panel sensor, and switches an external AC hot water 
circulation pump to facilitate optimal overall system energy 
efficiency.  
The DIFT2-W is an advanced, fully automatic controller that does 
not require any settings, adjustments or configuration.  

 

Installation  

 Always follow your solar hot water system vendors' 
commissioning instructions. 

 The controller must be fixed to the storage tank, inside the 
pump station, or a wall close to the tank using the fixing lugs. It 
must be protected from direct exposure to rain. 

 Install the WTS-01 panel sensor on the top left or top right of 
the panel, on top or opposite the hot water return pipe. 

 Connect the tank sensor to the controller, and insert the sensor 
into the sensor well, normally provided on the side of the tank. 
Fix in position using silicone if required. 

 Plug the pump into the controllers' power outlet. 
 Plug the controller into the GPO. 
 Once tank is full of water, turn GPO on. 

Quick Start Guide 

DIFT2-W Wireless Solar Controller  

WTS-01 Wireless Panel Temperature Sensor 

  

Technical Specifications  
Operating voltage:            230-240VAC, 50Hz, Load switching: 1800W Max 
Operating temperature:  -10° - 65° C (Controller), -10° - 85° (Sensor) 
Operating humidity:         10%-90%, non-condensing 
Power consumption:        <0.75VA (<6.6KWh per year)  
Controller enclosure:        Flame retardant, UV-stabilized polycarbonate 
Controller environmental rating:    IP20 
Sensors:                           UV-stabilized, IP65-rated wireless sensor unit, 200° rated  
                                         sensor  element;  
                                         tank sensor: 3X25mm mylar tube, 105° rated sensor,  UL3266 leads                           
Conforms to:                    AS/NZS 60335.1:02 (Electrical Safety),  
                                         AS/NZS 4268:2012 Section 9, 
                                         AS/NZS 4268/Amdt1:2013,  
                                         AS/NZS CISPR 14.1: 2013 
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Package Contents 
DIFT2-W controller, WTS-01 wireless sensor, tank temperature sensor, quick start guide 

CAUTION 

To reduce the risk of electric shock 
do not remove cover. No user 
serviceable parts inside. Refer 
servicing to qualified service 
personnel. Replace controller if 
supply cord is damaged. 



 

Pairing Phase / Fault (X=don't care) State Action 
Blue (wireless) Red (panel) Green (tank) 

On X X At least one sensor received; sensor pairing is in progress  
Flashing, slowly X X Sensor not found If persists for several 

hours, call service 
Flashing, fast Flashing, fast X Sensor fault or low battery Call service 
Off States as below States as below Wired panel sensor detected; wireless feature is disabled  
Off Flashing, slowly Off Sensor not paired yet; no sensor received yet If persists for several 

hours, call service 

Normal Controller Operation   

 
Very brief 1 or 2 flashes, 

once per second 
 
 
 

On On Antifreeze active  
Off Off Normal operation (differential<1C, pump off)  
Off  On Normal operation (differential>4C, pump on)  
On Off Optimal tank temperature reached  

Flashing, slowly X No panel sensor Check connections; if 
persists, call service Flashing, fast X Panel sensor shorted 

X Flashing, slowly No tank sensor 
X Flashing, fast Tank sensor shorted 

Automatic Sensor Pairing 

 The DIFT2-W, once powered for the first time, will start looking for its 
system's panel sensor.  

 During that time, the blue indicator will be on, and the green and red 
indicators may flicker. The water pump will be switched on and off 
several times. 

 Typically after less than one hour, the process is terminated and the 
controller starts normal differential thermostat functionality. 

 See below for a complete list of status codes, as appearing on the 
controllers' red, green and blue LED indicators. Certain faults will 
cause a warning audible alert: missing or shorted sensors, antifreeze 
condition that does not rectify within 10 minutes, or if the tank fails to 
heat up at all after a couple of hours of running the pump. 

  

Installation Notes 

 In very rare circumstances, the controller may not be able to receive 
the sensor. During the acquisition phase, if a sensor has been 
received, within a few minutes the red indicator should start flashing 
once per second; If this is not the case, try the following steps: 
1. Re-position the controller; moving it by 5cm is usually enough. 
2.  Re-position the panel sensor. Installation on the top left or top right 
of the panel, on top or opposite the hot water return tee, will work well. 
3. Make sure the panel sensor is working by temporarily re-positioning 
the controller in a clear area. 

 The DIFT2-W controller, if it fails to find a sensor, will re-try searching 
for a sensor every few hours.  

 Replacing a controller or a sensor does not require any settings or 
adjustments. The new controller or sensor will pair and start working 
together automatically. 


